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Abstract

Following the movement/internal-merge analysis of English relativization, many linguists 
argue for a similar approach to Chinese relativization (believing that there is operator 
movement or head raising in the derivation of the Chinese relative structure). This paper argues 
for a no-movement/external-merge analysis of Chinese relativization because six syntactic 
features in the Chinese relative structure point to systematic differences between Chinese 
and English. The no-movement/external-merge analysis of Chinese relativization shows that, 
although internal merge and external merge are two universal syntactical operations under 
the minimalist framework in Chomsky (1995), whether the syntax of a certain structure 
in a certain language involves internal merge or external merge may be language specific. 
Therefore,	before	applying	the	specific	syntax	of	a	certain	structure	in	a	certain	language	to	
the syntax of a corresponding structure in another language, a systematic study of the syntactic 
characteristics of the two structures must be done.
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1. Introduction
English relativization (ER) is generally considered to involve movement/internal merge 
(either head raising or operator movement) (see Alexiadou et al., 2000). Following this 
movement analysis of ER, many linguists (e.g., Huang, 1982/1998; Ning, 1993; Kayne, 
1994; Simpson, 2002; Aoun & Li, 2003; Li, 2006, etc.) argue for a similar analysis of 
Chinese relativization (CR), and such analysis can be subdivided into three approaches. 

The first is the “adjunction-to-external-head” approach in Huang (1982/1998), Ning 
(1993), etc., proposing that the relative head NP of a Chinese relative structure (CRS) 
should be base-generated in its surface position, with the relative clause, i.e., the relative 
CP, adjoined to the relative head NP, and that CR should involve the movement of a null 
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operator	to	Spec	CP	and	leave	a	variable	trace.	This	approach	is	exemplified	by	(1a),	in	
which	the	Complementizer	head	of	the	relative	CP	(which	is	head-final)	is	designated	for	
the relative marker de. This approach to CR is based on Chomsky’s standard approach to 
ER,	i.e.,	 the	“adjunction-to-external-head”	approach	to	ER,	as	is	exemplified	in	(1b),	 in	
which the relative CP is head-initial. Another difference between ER and CR is that, ER is 
post-nominal while CR is pre-nominal.

(1)  a. [NP[CP Opi [C’ [IP wo mai ti] [C de]]] [NP shui ]]
                                    I    buy        De1        book

‘the book which I bought’ 
b. [DP the [NP [NP claimi] [CP Opi [C (that)]John made ti ]]]

or: [DP the [NP [NP claimi] [CP whichi John made ti ]]]                                         (Ning, 1993)

The second is the “D-CP+head-raising” approach discussed in Kayne (1994) and 
Simpson (2002), proposing that the relative CP should be the syntactic complement of 
the determiner head of DP and that the noun phrase should be raised from inside the 
relative clause to Spec CP. Within the framework of his anti-symmetry theory, Kayne 
(1994) makes the proposal that the phenomenon of relative clauses should be treated 
uniformly across languages and pre-nominal relative clauses (such as Japanese relative 
clauses) should be analyzed along the same lines as the post-nominal relative clauses 
(as in English), the only difference being that, in the syntax of the former, the relative IP 
internal to the relative CP must be raised to Spec DP, stranding a zero complementizer 
C° and an NP in Spec CP. According to him, the syntax of post-nominal relative clauses 
can be exemplified with (2a), and the syntax of the pre-nominal relative clauses can be 
represented with (2b), with D° and C° both empty. Del Gobbo (2003) interprets (2b) as (3a) 
and	exemplifies	the	latter	with	the	Chinese	example	(3b).	An	alternative	is	investigated	by	
Simpson (2002), who basically sympathizes with Kayne’s “D-CP+head-raising” analysis 
of all post-nominal relative clauses, but proposes to analyze the Chinese relative marker 
de	as	a	determiner	occurring	in	the	D°	position,	as	exemplified	in	(4).

(2)  a.  [DP the [CP[picture]j that John took tj]]                        
b.  IPj [D° [[NP picture] [C°[e]j]]]                                                            (Kayne, 1994, p. 94)

(3)  a.  [DP [IP ... tNP ... ] [DP D° [CP NPrel [CP C° tIP ]]]]                               (Del Gobbo, 2003, p. 14)
b.  [DP [IP wo zuotian      mai tj   de]i [DP D° [CP shuj [CP C° ti ]]]]  

                      I   yesterday   buy     De                  book
‘the book that I bought yesterday’                                                                              (ibid)

(4)  [DP[IP ti qu Beijing]k [DP de [CP [reni] tk ]]]          
                  go                     De      person

‘the person that went to Beijing’                                                         (Simpson, 2002, p. 77)

The third approach to CR comes from Aoun and Li (2003) and Li (2006), who 
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propose an adjunction structure for Chinese relative clauses, coupled with both head 
raising	and	operator	movement.	On	the	one	hand,	they	argue	that	“traditional	‘modifiers’	
such as adjectives and relative clauses [immediately followed by the marker de] can occur 
in any position: before a demonstrative, between a demonstrative and a number, and 
between	a	classifier	and	a	noun”	(Aoun	&	Li,	2003,	p.	147),	as	indicated	by	the	arrows	
in (5). So they conclude that Chinese relative clauses are adjoined structures and can be 
adjoined to almost all projections within a nominal expression. On the other hand, they 
summarize two basic kinds of CR, i.e., NP relativization with head raising and adjunct 
relativization with operator movement, as represented in (6).

(5)		Demonstrative	+	Number	+	Classifier	+	Noun																														(Aoun	&	Li,	2003,	p.	147)
					↑																									↑															(↑)																↑
(6)  a.  NP relativization  

[[CP[IP…[NP ti]…]] [Head NP]i]
b.  Adjunct relativization

[[CP Opi [IP…[PP ti] …]] [Head NP]]                                     (Aoun & Li, 2003, pp. 175, 179)

To summarize, following the movement/internal-merge analysis of ER, many linguists 
argue for a movement/internal-merge analysis of CR: some argue for null operator 
movement, some for head raising and others for the complementary existence of both 
operator movement and head raising. All of the above literature seems to exemplify and 
confirm	the	universalness	of	merge	in	Chomsky’s	minimalism	(1995).	

But this paper argues that there is neither operator movement nor head raising in CR. Part 
2	takes	a	look	at	six	specific	syntactic	characteristics	of	the	Chinese	relative	structure	which	
act as supporting evidence. The conclusion formalizes the external-merge approach to CR, 
which is completely different from the movement/internal-merge approach to ER, and then 
discusses how to interpret the universalness of merge in Chomsky’s minimalism (1995).  

2. Six Specific Syntactic Characteristics of the Chinese Relative Structure

2.1 The independent grammaticality of the Chinese relative IP
Let’s compare the English examples with the Chinese ones in (7-12). (7a) is an English 
relative structure (ERS) with an empty object, and (7b) is its relative IP used independently. 
(8a) is a CRS with an empty object, and (8b) is its relative IP used independently. (7b) 
is ungrammatical but (7a) is grammatical; however, both (8a) and (8b) are grammatical. 
(9a) is an ERS with an empty subject, and (9b) is its relative IP used independently. (10a) 
is a CRS with an empty subject, and (10b) is its relative IP used independently. (9b) is 
ungrammatical but (9a) is grammatical; however, both (10a) and (10b) are grammatical. 

(7)  a.  the girl who John wants to invite e
b.  *John wants to invite e.
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(8)  a.  [Zhangsan  xiang    yaoqing e ] de      na-ge      nühai 
             Zhangsan want-to  invite         De    that-CL    girl

‘the girl who Zhangsan wants to invite’
b.  Zhangsan  xiang    yaoqing  e.    

            Zhangsan want-to   invite
‘Zhangsan wants to invite (her)’

(9)  a.  the man who e invited John to speak at the meeting
b.  *e invited John to speak at the meeting.

(10)  a.  [e qing-le     Zhangsan zai hui     shang fayan]  de   na-ge   ren 
               invite-ASP Zhangsan  at  meeting on   speak   De that-CL man

‘the man who invited Zhangsan to speak at the meeting’
b.  e  qing-le  Zhangsan zai  hui         shang  fayan.
         invite    Zhangsan  at   meeting on        speak 

‘(I/he…) invited Zhangsan to speak at the meeting.’

The difference between (11) and (12) is more suggestive. Similar to the case in (7) 
and (9), (11b), i.e., the relative IP of (11a) used independently, is ungrammatical, but (11a) 
is grammatical. However, (12a) and (12b) (the relative IP of (12a) used independently) are 
both ungrammatical, while (12a’) and (12b’) (the relative IP of (12a’) used independently) 
are both grammatical. More examples and analyses on this can be found in Yang (2013, 
2014) and Yang and Yang (2013).

(11)  a.  the woman whom John frightened e into crying
b.  *John frightened e into crying.  

(12)  a.  [*Zhangsan xiao        e       chun]     de      na-ge    ren   (shi Lisi.)
                 Zhangsan laugh-at           foolish   De    that-CL man   be

‘the man whom Zhangsan laughs at for his folly (is Lisi.)’
b.  *Zhangsan  xiao       e     chun.

                Zhangsan laugh-at        foolish
‘*Zhangsan laughs at e for his folly.’

a’.  [Zhangsan xiao       tai chun]    de na-ge     reni (shi Lisi.)
        Zhangsan laugh-at he foolish De that-CL man be

‘the man whom Zhangsan laughs at for his folly (is Lisi.)’
b’.  Zhangsan xiao       ta  chun. 

               Zhangsan laugh-at he foolish
‘Zhangsan laughs at him for his folly.’

Therefore, we can generalize an important difference between the ERS and the CRS 
like this:

(13)  The relative IP in the ERS is, in some cases, ungrammatical when used independently. 
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But the relative IP in the CRS must be always grammatical when used independently; 
otherwise, the whole CRS is ungrammatical.

This great difference supports the proposal that ER should involve movement 
since only movement can result in the ungrammaticality of the relative IP when used 
independently,	while	CR	should	never	involve	such	movement	since	we	never	will	find	
such ungrammaticality in the Chinese relative IP. 

Unluckily, the fact that movement/internal merge as opposed to the external merge can 
lead to the ungrammaticality of the relative IP when used independently seems too simple 
a thing to draw attention from authors of most of the literature on the syntax of the CRS, e.g., 
Huang (1982/1998), Ning (1993), Kayne (1994), Simpson (2002), Aoun and Li (2003) and 
Li (2006), who propose that the syntax of the CRS should be similar to that of the ERS. 

2.2 No “strong transitive stranding” in the CRS
The expressions in (14) are structurally parallel to the extent that it seems reasonable for 
linguists to assume that CR involves movement/internal merge just as ER does. 

(14)  a.  the booki which he took ei

b.  ta nazou-le ei de na-ben  shui

he take-ASP De that-CL book
‘The book he took’ 

But the parallelism between (14a) and (14b) is more apparent than real. Before 
delving into a full explanation, let us discuss a little about transitivity (a more delicate 
or systematic analysis of transitivity can be found in Yang, 2012, 2013, 2014; Yang and 
Yang, 2013). 

In English, some verbs or verb phrases, such as take, arrest and be limited to, are 
required to be followed by overt objects in structures other than relative structures, wh-
questions, etc. (for example: I took *(it)). But some verbs, such as eat, may appear with or 
without an overt object. The commonly accepted analysis is that the verb eat can be either 
transitive or intransitive. Compare (15) and (16): if one intends to mean “Mary ate a book, 
too”, he must use (16) instead of (15), for (15)B means “Mary ate some food”. This leads 
researchers to believe that no empty object appears after the verb ate in (15)B. Therefore, 
it is commonly held that in English there is no empty object to be co-referential to an NP 
in the context (e.g., Huang, 1989).

(15)  A:  John ate a book.
B:  Mary ate, too.

(16)  A:  John ate a book.
B:  Mary ate one, too.
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But this is not the whole story. Not all English verbs, transitive or intransitive, are like 
eat, which has no empty object to be co-referential to an NP in the context. Instead, a verb 
such as pass can have an empty object, just like its Chinese counterpart tongguo ‘pass’. 
Compare the Chinese expressions in (17) with their English counterparts in (18) and we 
can	find	that	the	English	expression	He has passed e in (18) cannot but be interpreted as 
that	he	has	passed	the	specific	exam	in	the	context,	 just	 like	its	Chinese	counterpart	Ta 
tongguo e le in (17). Therefore, the English verb pass, just like the Chinese verb tongguo 
‘pass’, can be followed by an empty object.

(17)  A:  Zhangsan tongguo-le na-chang kaoshii?
              Zhangsan pass-ASP   that-CL   exam 

‘Has Zhangsan passed the exam?’
B:  Shi de. Ta tongguo ei le.

Be DE he pass           ASP
‘Yes. He has passed e.’

(18)  A:  Has Zhangsan passed the exami?
B:  Yes. He has passed ei.

Therefore, the widely accepted assumption that (19) applies to Chinese and (20) to 
English	is	an	oversimplification.

(19)  A transitive verb must take an object, but the object can take a null form, that is to say, 
the object can be empty. 

(20)  A transitive verb must take an overt object, but it can have an intransitive homonym that 
does not take an object.

Instead, theoretically, any language may choose from four types of transitivity: 
“strong transitives”, “weak transitives”, “weak intransitives” and “strong intransitives”. 
“Strong transitives” are those verbs/verb phrases which must take overt objects, e.g., the 
English verbs/verb phrases take, arrest and be limited to, and the Chinese verbs xianyu ‘is 
limited to’, zouxiang ‘walk towards’, jianding ‘strengthen’ and chongman	‘be	filled	with’,	
which must always be followed by an overt object as discussed in Hu and Fan (1995). 
“Weak transitives” are those verbs which must take an object, but the object can be either 
overt or covert, e.g., the English verb pass and the Chinese verb tongguo ‘pass’. “Weak 
intransitives” are those verbs which take no overt or covert object but have an implicit 
semantic argument, e.g., the English verb eat in such expressions as I want to eat and the 
Chinese verbs chi ‘eat’ in such expressions as ta meitian bushi chi, jiu shi shui ‘what he 
does every day is to eat or to sleep’. “Strong intransitives” are those verbs which have no 
implicit semantic argument, e.g., the English verb come and the Chinese verb chenggong 
‘succeed’. There are two points that deserve our attention. First, a certain verb of a certain 
language may have two or even more different kinds of transitivity. Second, the proportions 
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of “strong transitives”, “weak transitives”, “weak intransitives” and “strong intransitives” 
may vary greatly across languages. For example, in English there are far fewer “weak 
transitives” than “strong transitives”. Therefore, people are apt to ignore them and think 
that English is a language with no empty object. But in Chinese most verbs are “weak 
transitives”, that is, there are few “strong transitives”. Hu and Fan (1995, p. 145) report 
a statistical study on the use of Chinese verbs and find that of the 858 commonly used 
“transitives”, only 42 are “strong transitives”, and the rest (816) are “weak transitives”. 

Having discussed the transitivity problem, we can now make clear the relationship 
between transitivity and the syntax of CR and ER. 

In English, objects of “strong transitives” can be relativized. For example: 

(21)  She outlives her husband.
(22)  the man whom she outlives t
(23)  He walked the dog yesterday.
(24)  the dog which he walked t yesterday 

The verbs in (21-24) are “strong transitives”, but there is no overt object following 
them in the relative clauses. We will call this “strong transitive stranding”. The only 
explanation for this is that their objects are moved out and traces are left behind. 

However, no object of Chinese “strong transitives” can be relativized. For example, the 
verbs zouxiang ‘walk towards’ in (25), xianyu ‘be limited to’ in (26), jianding ‘strengthen’ in 
(27) and chongman	‘be	filled	with’	in	(28)	are	all	“strong	transitives”.	Their	objects	cannot	
be relativized as shown in (25b-28b), although the objects of their English counterparts can, 
as shown in the translations. That is to say, there is no “strong transitive stranding” in CR. 
Therefore, we can conclude that there is no English-like movement in CR.

(25)  a.  Zhangsan huanhuan-de zou-xiang       na-ge    nanren.
              Zhangsan slowly           walk-towards that-CL man

‘Zhangsan walked towards that man slowly.’
b.  (ta  jiu  shi) *Zhangsan huanhuan-de zou-xiang    e de na-ge     nanren

               he just is      Zhangsan slowly           walk-towards De that-CL man
‘(he is) the (very) man whom Zhangsan walked towards slowly’ 

(26)  a.  Zhe-xiang quanli xianyu  na   liang-ge guojia.
              this-CL     right   limit-to that two-CL  country

‘This right is limited to those two countries.’
b.  (zhe jiu   shi) *zhe-xiang quanli xianyu e de  na   liang-ge guojia 

               this just be    this-CL     right    limit-to  De that two-CL  country
‘(these are) the (very) two countries which this right is limited to’

(27)  a.  Zhangsan-de       hua     jianding-le        wo-de xinnian.
              Zhangsan-POSS words strengthen-ASP my      belief

‘Zhangsan’s words strengthened my belief.’
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b.  (zhe jiu shi) *[Zhangsan-de       hua      jianding-le    e] de  na-zhong xinnian   
              this just be     Zhangsan-POSS words strengthen-ASP De  that-CL    belief

‘(this is) the (very) belief which Zhangsan’s words strengthened’ 
(28)  a.  Ta-de        xin-li     huran      chongman-le na-zhong qiguai-de ganjue. 
													she-POSS	heart-in	suddenly	fill-ASP									that-CL				strange				feeling

‘Her	heart	was	suddenly	filled	with	a	strange	feeling.’
b.  (zhe jiu  shi) *ta-de         xin-li     huran      chongman-le e de  na-zhong ganjue

															this	just	be				she-POSS	heart-in	suddenly	fill-ASP												De	that-CL			feeling
‘(this	is)	the	(very)	feeling	that	her	heart	was	suddenly	filled	with’

Whether there is movement/internal merge involved in relativization is closely related 
to whether there is “strong transitive stranding” in the relative clause. In order to see the 
essential difference between ER and CR, we should not compare the ERS containing a “weak 
transitive” with the CRS containing a “weak transitive”. Also, we should not compare the 
ERS containing a “strong transitive” with the CRS containing a “weak transitive”. Instead, 
we should compare the ERS containing a “strong transitive” with the CRS containing a 
“strong transitive”. Only in this way can we discover the real nature of relativization. 

2.3 No head raising in CR
One piece of evidence Aoun and Li (2003) and Li (2006) resort to in support of the 
movement hypothesis for CR is that, in their opinion, reconstruction is possible for part of an 
idiomatic expression in the head position such as (29) and for binding relations in expressions 
involving anaphors and bound pronouns in the head position such as (30b) and (31b).

(29)  [[ta  chi ti de] cui ]      bi            bieren duo   
           he eat    De  vinegar compare others more

‘He is more jealous than the others.’                    (Li, 2006, p. 8; Aoun & Li, 2003, p. 138)
(30)  a.  wo jiao Lisi quan       mei-ge-reni          kai     zijii de chezij lai.
              I    ask  Lisi persuade every-CL-person drive self De car    come

‘*I asked Lisi to persuade everyone to drive self ’s car over.’ (Aoun & Li, 2003, p. 133)
b.  [[wo jiao Lisi quan       mei-ge-ren           kai  t  lai    de] zijii de  chezi]

                 I   ask  Lisi persuade every-CL-person drive come De self De car
‘*self’s car that I asked Lisi to persuade everyone to drive over’                            (ibid)

(31)  a.  wo xiwang mei-ge     xueshengi dou neng ba wo gei   tai-de shu    dai    lai.
               I   hope     every-CL student      all   can   BA I   give his     book bring come

‘I hope every studenti can bring the book that I gave to himi.’
b.  ni   hui   kandao [[wo xiwang mei-ge      xueshengi dou neng dai  t lai      de] wo gei

             you will see            I   hope      every-CL student      all   can   bring come De I   give
             tai    de   shu]
             him De book 

‘You will see the book that I gave to himi that I hope every studenti will bring’    (ibid)
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But are these real arguments for the head raising hypothesis? 
The most well-known argument for the assumption of reconstruction concerns English 

idioms like that in (32) (Schachter, 1973; Vergnaud, 1974; Alexiadou et al., 2000). The 
standard assumption is that the nominal part of an idiom expression (headway) must be 
generated as the complement of the verb of the expression (made), as shown in (32b) in 
contrast to (32c). The contrast between (32c) and (32d) is particularly suggestive. “Not 
only may the idiom chunk be licensed internal to the relative clause, not externally, it 
appears that it must be licensed internally—if it is not, the example is bad despite being 
licensed externally.” (Alexiadou et al., 2000, p. 12)

(32)		a.		We	made	insufficient	headway.
b.		*The	headway	was	insufficient.
c.		The	headway	that	we	made	was	insufficient.
d.		*We	made	the	headway	that	was	insufficient.																		(Alexiadou	et	al.,	2000,	p.	11)

But compare (32) with (33) and we can see the great difference between English 
idioms and Chinese idioms.

(33)  a.  Ta laopo you   chi cu         le. 
              he wife  again eat vinegar LE

‘His wife becomes jealous again.’
b.  Zhe-zhong cu         shizai rang   ta   laogong  nanshou. 

              this-CL      vinegar really make she husband unhappy
‘This kind of jealousy really makes her husband unhappy.’

c.  Ta  chi de  cu         bi            bieren duo.
             she eat De vinegar compare others  more

‘She is more jealous than the others.’ 
d.  Ta  laoshi  ai             chi [rang ren       shou-bu-liao      de] cu. 

             she always be-apt-to eat  let     people not-put-up-with De  vinegar
‘Lit: She is apt to eat vinegar that cannot be put up with.’ 
‘She is apt to be jealous, which nobody can put up with.’ 

From the interesting contrast between the grammaticality of (33b) and (33d) and 
the ungrammaticality of their corresponding (32b) and (32d), we can see clearly that the 
nominal part of the Chinese idiom (cu ‘lit.: vinegar’ in chi-cu ‘lit.: eat vinegar; be jealous’) is 
generated independently. Moreover, as shown in (34-35) below, the verb chi ‘lit.: eat’ in the 
idiom chi-cu ‘lit.: eat vinegar; be jealous’ is a “weak transitive”, that is, it can be followed by 
an empty object co-indexed with the noun phrase cu ‘lit.: vinegar’ in the previous sentence. 

(34)  A:  Xiaozhang ai             chi-cui.
               Xiaozhang be-apt-to eat-vinegar
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‘Xiaozhang is apt to be jealous.’
B:  dan Xiaoli geng ai             chi  ei.

               but Xiaoli more be-apt-to eat
‘But Xiaoli is more apt to be jealous.’

(35)  Zhangsan ai            chi-cui; Lisi ye   ai             chi ei. 
        Zhangsan be-apt-to eat-vinegar  also be-apt-to eat

‘Zhangsan is apt to be jealous, and Li is apt to be jealous, too.

All these facts convince us that there is no requirement that the verb and the noun 
phrase of a Chinese idiom should stay together at a certain stage of derivation. So it is not 
right for Aoun and Li (2003) to claim that (29) experiences reconstruction/head raising. 
Instead, similar to (34-35), what we need in (29) is a mere interpretation rule to relate the 
null pronoun after chi ‘lit.: eat’ to the noun head cu ‘lit.: vinegar’. It can be done without 
the movement hypothesis. 

Let’s further compare (30-31) above with (36-37) below:

(36)  A:  Mei-ge-reni     dou kai     che lai      le   ma?
               every-CL-one all   drive car  come LE MA

‘Did everyone drive a car over?’
B:  (shi de.)  Erqie  mei   yi-liang dou shi zijii-de che.
       be  DE   and   every one-CL all   be  self’s    car

‘ (Yes.) *And every one is self’s car.’ 
‘(Yes.) And all of the cars are their own.’

(37)  A:  Mei-ge-xueshengi  dou dai    shu    lai      le   ma?
               every-CL-student  all   bring book come LE MA?

‘Did every student bring a book?’
B:  (Shi de.) Mei-ge     xueshengi dou dai-lai-le              yi-ben   butong   de  shu.  Erqie

          be  DE  every-CL student      all  bring-come-ASP one-CL different De book and 
mei-ben   duo shi wo gei   tai  de.

              every-CL all   be   I   give he  De
‘(Yes.) Every student brought a different book. And every book was given by me.’

Aoun and Li (2003) claim that ziji ‘self’ in (30) and ta ‘he’ in (31) are not in the 
scope	of	their	respective	universally	quantified	nominals,	but	they	can	nevertheless	be	co-
indexed with them. In their opinion, this shows that the anaphor, as well as the pronoun, 
is reconstructed in the position where the relative head is generated. Again, there are big 
problems with their analysis. Let’s see (36-37) above. (36)A and (36)B are two separate 
sentences. The anaphor ziji	‘self’	in	(36)B	is	not	in	the	scope	of	the	universally	quantified	
nominal mei-ge-ren ‘every one’ in (36)A, but it can be co-indexed with it. Obviously, the 
anaphor in (36)B is generated independently since (36)B is a separate sentence. Similar 
to	(36),	in	a	CRS	like	(30b),	there	is	no	requirement	that	the	quantified	nominal	and	the	
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reflexive should stay together at a certain stage of derivation. Therefore, it is not right 
for Aoun and Li (2003) to claim that ziji de chezi ‘one’s own car’ in (30b) experiences 
reconstruction. (37)B also includes two separate sentences, but the pronoun ta ‘he’ in the 
second	sentence	is	co-indexed	with	the	quantified	nominal	mei-ge-xuesheng ‘every student’ 
in	the	first	sentence.	Obviously,	the	pronoun	is	generated	independently.	Similar	to	(37),	
in	a	CRS	like	(31b),	there	is	no	requirement	that	the	quantified	nominal	and	the	pronoun	
should be together at a certain stage of derivation. Therefore, it is not right for Aoun and 
Li (2003) to claim that wo gei ta de shu ‘the book which I gave him’ in (31b) experiences 
reconstruction. Instead, similar to (36-37), what we need in (30b) and (31b) is a mere 
interpretation	rule	to	relate	the	reflexive	and	pronoun	to	the	phrase	mei-ge-ren ‘every one’ 
and mei-ge-xuesheng ‘every student’ respectively. It can be done without movement. 

2.4 No island effect in CR
Another crucial diagnostic of internal merge is to see whether there are island effects. 
Huang (1982/1998) presents in support of the movement/internal-merge hypothesis of 
CR the examples in (38) and (39) to show that CR observes the Subjacency Principle. He 
claims that (38) illustrates the effects of the Complex NP Constraint, and (39) the effects 
of the Sentential Subject Constraint.

(38)  *[S[NP[S ti kanjian tj] de  xueshengj] lai-le]         de  na-ge    reni

                         see           De student       come-ASP De that-CL man
‘*that mani that the studentj who ti saw tj come’                                (Huang, 1998, p. 324)

(39)  (wo mai-le)*[NP[S[SLisi mei kan ti] zhen qiguai] de  nei-ben shui] 
           I    buy-ASP                not  read    real  strange De that-CL book

‘(I bought)* the booki that Lisi didn’t read ti is really strange.’         (Huang, 1998, p. 326)

Following Huang (1982/1998), Aoun and Li (2003) and Li (2006) claim that there 
is movement/internal merge in CR, subject to island effects as exemplified in (40-41). 
According to them, (40) is a violation of the Sentential Subject Constraint, (41), the 
Adjunct Island Constraint, and (42), the Complex NP Constraint.  

(40)  *[[[ta  kai ti] hen   zhongyao de] daoi] 
               he open  very important De  knife

‘the operation that it is important that he performs’                                 (Li, 2006)
(41)  *[[ruguo ta  chi ti, wo hui  hen  shengqi de] cui]
             if        he eat       I  will very angry    De  vinegar                                       (ibid)
(42)  *[[[[tj kai ti de ] renj] zai   zhe   de] daoi ]
               open  De   man be-at here De knife                                                                     (ibid)

But the data in (43-45) compel one to conclude that CR does not involve movement/
internal merge if we accept the diagnostic function of island effects: the syntactic structures 
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of the expressions in (43), (38) and (42) are identical, but only the expressions in (43) are 
acceptable; the syntactic structures of the expressions in (44), (39) and (40) are identical, but 
only the expressions in (44) are acceptable; the syntactic structures of the expressions in (45) 
and (41) are identical, but only the expressions in (45) are both acceptable.

(43)  a.  [NP[S[NP[S ej du-guo  ei  de]  renj]    bu duo     de] na ben   shui]
                                read-ASP  De  people not many De  that-CL book

‘This book which there are not many people who read (it).’   
b.  [NP[S[NP[S ej jiao-guo ei de] xueshengi] dou chenggong-le de] na-ge    laoshij]

                        teach-ASP De student       all   succeed-ASP De  that-CL teacher
‘the teacher whoi the students (hei) had taught became successful’ 

c.  [NP[S[NP[S ej jiao-guo ei de] laoshij] dou chuguo-le          de] na-ge     xueshengi]
                       teach-ASP De  teacher all   go-abroad-ASP De  that-CL student

‘the student whomi all teachers who had taught (himi) went abroad’
(44)  a.  [NP[S[S ta shuo ei]bu   heshi  de] naxie shii] 
                he says     not proper De these thing

‘*the thingsi which I think that he says ti is not proper’
‘the things which it is not proper for him to say’ 

b.  [NP[S[S xiaohai  kan ei] bu  hao] de  naxie dianyingi](dou bei rengdiao-le.) 
																								children	see						not	good	De	those	film											all			by		throw-ASP

‘*the	filmsi which it was not good that children see ti (were all thrown away)’ 
c.  [NP[S[S you ta  lai     zuo ei] hen   zhongyao] de  na-jian-shii]

                        by   he come do        very important   De that-CL-thing
‘*the thingi which it is very important that he does ti’  

(45)  a.  [zai qianding ei zhiqian, women xian hedui-le       tiaokuan] de  na-fen   hetongi

						 							at			sign												before			we								first		check-ASP	 items							De	that-CL	contract
‘*the contracti which we check the items before we sign ti’

b.  [zhiyao       ta  kan  ei, ta  baba   zhun   shengqi de] na-ben   shui

               so-long-as he read      he father surely angry    De  that-CL book
‘*the booki which, so long as he reads ti, his father must be very angry’ 

From (43-45), we can conclude that syntactically there is no island effect in CR and 
therefore there is no movement involved in CR. There may be cases (e.g., 38-42) which 
are subject to island conditions apparently, but in fact their lesser acceptability results 
from	the	filtering	of	some	semantic	or	pragmatic	reasons,	which	I	will	not	discuss	here.	A	
more delicate analysis can be found in Yang (2013).

2.5 The abundance of the gapless CRS
The existence of Chinese gapless topical structures is used as evidence to prove the no-
movement hypothesis of Chinese topicalization in Xu and Langendoen (1985). Similarly, 
the existence of gapless Japanese relative structures is used as evidence to prove the no-
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movement hypothesis of Japanese relativization in Fukui and Takano (2000). Following 
their rationale, I use the existence of the gapless CRS, in correspondence with the gapless 
Chinese topical structures, to prove the no-movement hypothesis of CR. There are seven 
types of gapless Chinese topic structures mentioned in the literature (Xu & Langendoen, 
1985; Shi, 2000; Xu, 2002, etc.)2. All of them have corresponding gapless relative structures:

(46)		a.		Tamen,	wo	kan			ni,			ni			kan		wo.																																			(the	first	type	of	topicalization)
              they      I    look you you look me

‘They look at each other.’ 
b.  wo kan  ni,   ni    kan  wo de  naxie ren  

              I    look you you look me De those people
‘the people who look at each other’

(47)  a.  Tamen, shui dou bu  lai.                                                                        (the second type)
              they     who all   not come

‘None of them will come.’
b.  shui dou bu  lai     de  naxie ren

             who all   not come De those people
‘the people none of whom will come’

(48)  a.  Na-chang huo, xiaofang-dui lai     de  hen   jishi.                                     (the third type)
													that-CL					fire		fire-brigade			come	De	very	in-time

‘(As	for)	that	fire,	the	fire	brigade	came	in	good	time.’
b.  xiaofang-dui lai-de             hen  jishi     de  na-chang huo   

													fire-brigade			come-COMP	very	in-time	De	that-CL			fire
‘the	fire	(for)	which	the	fire	brigade	came	in	good	time’	

(49)  a.  Zhe-jian shi,      ni   bu     neng  guang mafan  yi-ge     ren.                   (the fourth type)
             this-CL   matter you not   can     only    bother one-CL person

‘(As for) this matter, you cannot just bother only one person.’
b.  ni   bu   neng guang mafan  yi-ge    ren       de  na-jian  shi 

             you not can    only    bother one-CL person De that-CL matter
‘the matter (for) which you cannot bother only one person.’

(50)		a.		Na-zhong	douzi,	yi-jin							sanshi	kuai			qian.																																											(the	fifth	type)
             that-kind   bean   one-catty thirty  dollar money

‘(For) that kind of beans, one catty is thirty dollars.’
b.  yi-jin       sanshi kuai   qian     de  na   zhong douzi

             one-catty thirty   dollar  money De that kind    bean
‘the kind of beans (for) which one catty is thirty dollars’

(51)  a.  Niuyue      wujia zui    gui    /      wujia Niuyue     zui    gui.                    (the sixth type)
              New York price  most expensive price New York most expensive

‘The price of things is the highest in New York. / 
Speaking of the price of things, it is most expensive in New York.’

b.  wujia zui    gui           de  chengshi / Niuyue     zui    gui            de  dongxi
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              price most expensive De city           New York most expensive De  things
‘*Lit.: the city the price is most expensive / the things New York is most expensive’
‘the city where the price is most expensive /the things that are most expensive in New 
York’

(52)  a.  Li taitai, nüer        piaoliang.                                                                (the seventh type)
             Li Mrs.   daughter beautiful

‘As for Mrs. Li, her daughter is beautiful.’
b.  nüer       piaoliang de na-wei   taitai

             daughter beautiful De that-CL lady
‘the lady whose daughter is beautiful’ 

From the above examples, we can see the tidy parallelism between the Chinese topic 
structure and the CRS. If we admit that the above seven types of Chinese topic structures 
are gapless, we should also admit that the above seven types of Chinese relative structures 
are gapless. If we admit that there is no movement involved in the derivations of the 
Chinese topic structure as claimed in Xu and Langendoen (1985), we should also admit 
that there is no movement involved in the derivations of the CRS. This paper commits to 
the gapless analysis and the no-movement hypothesis of the above Chinese topic structure 
and the CRS, different from Shi (2000), who claims that all the above topic structures 
are derived from basic sentence structures via syntactic movement. Pan and Hu (2001) 
present counter-evidence against Shi’s (2000) analysis. They argue that topics in Chinese 
can be licensed not only by a syntactic gap (or a resumptive pronoun) as a variable, but 
also by a semantic variable which does not have a corresponding syntactic position in 
the comment. However, this paper goes further to claim that there is no syntactic gap (or 
resumptive pronoun) as a variable in any Chinese topic structure or CRS. Instead, there is 
only pro in both of them. A more delicate analysis can be found in Yang (2013).

2.6 No parasitic gap construction in the CRS
Chomsky (1977, 1982) demonstrates that the ERS shows another diagnostic of A’-
movement: the dependency between the gap and the relative head licenses the parasitic 
gap. But this paper demonstrates that there is no parasitic gap licensed in the CRS. In 
Chomsky’s opinion, both the true gap and the parasitic gap in the ERS are variables 
bound by the antecedent in the A’-position. But this paper proposes that both the “true 
gap” and the “parasitic gap” in the CRS should be empty pronouns. In other words, there 
is no (English-style) parasitic gap construction in the CRS. See the following analyses.

The parasitic gap (pg) phenomenon was first noticed in Ross (1967) and further 
examined in Chomsky (1977, 1982), Engdahl (1983, 2001), Kayne (1983), Holmberg 
(1986), Cinque (1990), Xu (1990), Postal (1993, 1994), Hornstein (1995), etc. The 
examples in (53-56) are parasitic gap constructions frequently mentioned in the literature 
(e.g., Engdahl, 1983, p. 13). 
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(53)  This is the kind of foodi you must cook ti before you eat pgi.
(54)  Which mani did the police warn ti that they would arrest pgi?
(55)  (he is) the mani that everyone whoi gives presents to pgi likes ti

(56)  The booki is too interesting to put ti	down	without	having	finished	pgi.  

It seems that no study of parasitic gaps in the literature has ever taken the transitivity 
of the verb (or verb phrase) before the parasitic gap into consideration. But transitivity is 
essential	to	the	identification	of	real	parasitic	gaps.	A	real	parasitic	gap	can	follow	a	“strong	
transitive” since only in that case is it obligatorily parasitic to the true gap; but if a gap 
follows a “weak transitive”, we may say that it is just an empty pronoun which needn’t be 
parasitic to the true gap. In order to see if there are real parasitic gaps in a certain language, 
we cannot base the conclusion on the “weak transitives” or on the verbs which can be 
used either as “strong transitives” or “weak intransitives”. Instead, we should base our 
conclusion on “strong transitives”.

Let’s reanalyze the examples in (53-55) on the basis of transitivity. 
(53) is in fact grammatically ambiguous since the verb eat can be used either as a 

“strong transitive” or a “weak intransitive”. To make it clearer, let’s look at the expression 
in (57), which is similar to (53). (57) can be represented either with (58) or with (59). In 
Chinese culture (57) is more likely to be understood as (58) since Chinese people often 
cook the food before eating it, while in American culture (57) is likely to be understood 
either as (58) or (59) (based on the discussion with Mrs. Cook, an American).

(57)  the food which I cooked before eating
(58)  the foodi whichi I cooked ti before eating pgi

(59)  the foodi whichi I cooked ti before eating (somethingj)

As for (56), since the verb finish is a “weak transitive”, we can say that (56) is 
syntactically ambiguous but semantically unambiguous. The same is true for (60-61) in 
which the verb pass is also a “weak transitive”. The object of pass in (60-61), as well as 
the object of finish in (56), can be considered either as an empty pronoun or as a variable 
trace, i.e., a parasitic gap, co-referential to the previous gap.

(60)  the exami he prepares ti carefully in order to pass proi/pgi

(61)  the exami which he took part in ti without passing proi/pgi

But the expressions in (54-55) are in a different situation. Since arrest in (54) and 
give…to in (55) are “strong transitives”, it is impossible for us to think that there is an 
implicit argument or an empty pronoun (pro) after them. We can only say that there is a 
variable trace after them parasitic to the true gap. 

To summarize, there are parasitic gaps in the ERS, besides wh-questions, topic 
structures, etc., since “strong transitives” like arrest and give…to can be followed by 
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empty categories in the embedded clauses as shown in (54-55). 
Now let’s see if there are parasitic gaps in the CRS. Apparently, Chinese also has 

relative structures in which two gaps share a head noun. For example,

(62)  [[ej chi  ei zhi-qian] woj yi          xi      ganjing ei le   de  na-ge     pingguoi]
               eat      before      I    already wash clean         ASP De that-CL apple

‘the apple which I have washed before eating’
(63)  [[hai  mei kan  wan  ei], ta  jiu         huandiao-le ei de  na-ben  shui]
											still	not		read	finish						he	at-once	return-ASP					De	that-CL	book

‘the	book	which	he	returned	without	finishing	reading’
(64)  [[Xiaoli qu zhua ei de  shihou], ei yijing   pao-dao dong li  qu le     de  na-zhi   laoshu]
                      go catch    De time          already run-to    cave  in go ASP De that-CL mouse

‘the mouse which had run into the cave when Xiaoli tried to catch (it)’

But after closer inspection, we can see that neither of the two gaps in them is a 
variable. Instead, they are both empty pronouns. For, as proved previously, there is no 
variable trace in the “true gap” part, i.e., the matrix clause in each of (62-64). Moreover, 
the so-called “parasitic gap” in each of them, i.e., the gap in the subordinate clause, is not 
really PARASITIC to the “true gap” since the verb before the “parasitic gap” is not a “strong 
transitive”.	On	the	other	hand,	different	from	the	parasitic	gap	in	the	ERS	as	exemplified	in	
(54-55), the object of the “strong transitive” in the CRS can never be moved out to produce 
the parasitic gap. For example, (65b) and (66b) below—which are structurally similar to 
the grammatical (65a) and (66a)—are ungrammatical, in which the verb shuyu ‘belong to’ 
and fanrong ‘boom’ are “strong transitives”. The grammaticality of (65a) and (66a) results 
from the “weak transitivity” of the verbs, i.e., jiao-guo ‘have taught’ and xihuan ‘like’, 
whose objects can be empty pronouns, which don’t need to be parasitic to other gaps. 

(65)  a.  [ej jiao-guo  ei de  laoshij  dou tuijian  ei ]   de  na-ge    xueshengi

                  teach-ASP  De teacher all   recommend De that-CL student
‘the student whom every teacher who has taught pgi recommends ti’

b.  *[ej shuyu  ei   de  mei-ge-renj dou xihuan ei ] de  na-jia    gongsii

                     belong-to De everyone     all   like           De that-CL company
‘the companyi which everyone who belongs to pgi likes ti’

(66)  a.  [yin        laoshi   bu  xihuan ei er ei bei dajia qiao-bu-qi]           de   na-ge xueshengi

              because teacher not like          and by  all      look-down-upon De  that-CL student
‘the studenti whom everybody looks down upon ti because the teacher dislikes pgi ’

b.  *[yin        xin  zhengce fanrong-le ei         er ei gei dajia dailai haochu] de   
																because	new	policy				make-boom-ASP	and			to		all					bring	benefit			De	

na-zhong jingjii

that-CL   economy
‘the economyi which ti	benefits	everybody	because	the	new	policy	has	boomed	pgi’
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In a word, there is no (English-style) parasitic gap in the CRS. This is because in the 
ERS the parasitic gap can follow the “strong transitive”, while in the CRS no “parasitic 
gap” can follow any “strong transitive”3. 

3. Conclusion: How to Interpret the Universalness of Merge

Based on the above six characteristics, it can be concluded that, in contrast to the ERS, the 
CRS is derived neither through operator movement nor through head raising, but through 
external merge. The derivation of a CRS proceeds as (67), given the sympathy with Aoun and 
Li’s (2003) proposal that a Chinese relative clause should be adjoined to its relative head4.

  
(67)  a.  A grammatical IP merges externally with the word de to generate a CP.

b.  The CP further merges externally with an NP from the lexicon, which may or may not 
be co-referential to a constituent X which is an overt or covert pronoun inside the CP.

c.   Then, the NP projects. 

 

For example, the CRS in (68) can be derived by means of (69), and the CRS in (70) 
can be derived by means of (71). 

(68)  [[proi xihuan shige] de] na-ge     reni 
                  like      poem  De  that-CL man

‘the man who likes poems’
(69)  a.  The independently grammatical IP pro xihuan shige merges externally with the word 

de to generate the CP pro xihuan shige de.  
b.  The CP pro xihuan shige de further merges externally with the NP na-ge ren, which is 

from the lexicon. The NP is co-referential to the pro inside the IP pro xihuan shige.

                              
[proi xihuan shige de]  na-ge reni        

c.  Then the NP project.
       

 
[proi xihuan shige de]  na-ge reni 

(70)  [[wo zuotian     gen  tai tiao-le-wu]           de] na-ge    reni  
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             I    yesterday with he jump-ASP-dance De that-CL man
‘the man who I danced with yesterday’

(71)  a.  The independently grammatical IP wo zuotian gen ta tiao-le wu merges externally 
with the word de to generate the CP wo zuotian gen ta tiao-le wu de. 

b.  The CP wo zuotian gen ta tiao-le wu de further merges externally with the NP na-ge 
ren, which is from the lexicon. The NP is co-referential to the overt pronoun ta inside 
the relative IP wo zuotian gen ta tiao-le wu.

                                               
[wo zuotian gen tai tiao-le wu de]  na-ge reni        

c.  Then the NP projects. 
 

                 
[wo zuotian gen tai tiao-le wu de]  na-ge reni 

Similarly, we can get the CRS in (72) in which the NP head shihou/yuanyin ‘time/
reason’ is not co-referential to any constituent (overt or covert) inside the relative clause.5

(72)  [[Zhangsan xihuan shige] de] shihou/yuanyin
            Zhangsan like      poem  De  time/  reason

‘the time when Zhangsan likes poems/the reason why Zhangsan likes poems’

The above no-movement/external-merge analysis of Chinese relativization shows 
that, although external merge and internal merge are two universal syntactical operations 
under the minimalist framework in Chomsky (1995), whether the syntax of a certain 
structure in a certain language involves external merge or internal merge may be language 
specific.	As	reiterated	in	Freidin	(2014),	in	Chomsky’s	minimalism,	eliminating	language-
specific	formulations	of	the	computational	system	comes	with	the	replacement	of	phrase	
structure rules with merge (including both external merge and internal merge), which is 
obviously part of the grammar of any language and part of human genetic endowment, 
hence universal across the species and therefore part of the initial state of the language 
faculty (what has been called universal grammar). I hope what is argued in this paper 
both supplements and consummates Chomsky’s minimalism by making clear the exact 
meaning of the universalness of merge. For, to me, a better way of understanding the 
universalness of merge under the minimalist framework would be saying: universalness 
and	language-specificity	of	merge	co-exist	in	harmony.	

Thus,	before	applying	the	specific	syntax	of	a	certain	structure	in	a	certain	language	to	
the	syntax	of	a	corresponding	structure	in	another	language,	we	should	first	do	a	systematic	
study of the syntactic characteristics of the structures concerned. Moreover, the belief in 
the universalness of merge and also the frequent use of movement in the syntactic analysis 
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of English structures have made many researchers believe in the ubiquity of movement/
internal merge in Chinese syntax, but our analysis of Chinese relativization in this paper 
shows that many movement analyses of the Chinese structures may need reconsideration.
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Notes
1 The abbreviations in the examples in this paper include:

ASP: aspect    BA: particle in the “BA”-construction”
CL:	classifier		 	 	 De:	Chinese	relative	clause	marker
DE:	sentence	final	particle										 LE:	sentence	final	particle
MA:	sentence	final	particle									 POSS:	possessive	particle

2	 There	is	an	eighth	type	of	topicalization	mentioned	in	Qu	(2003),	as	exemplified	below	in	(a).	
We can see that, different from the seven types of topicalization in (46-52), the eighth has no 
corresponding acceptable relativization. This exception can be explained away at the semantic 
level: in all acceptable relative structures, the relative clause must characterize (describe and/or 
identify) the relative head, but the relative clause in (b) fails to characterize the relative head, 
which results in its unacceptability.
a.  Wo xigai, jintian meiyou kaihui.
      I    knee  today   not        have-a-meeting

‘Lit.: My knees, I have no meeting today.’
b.  *jintian meiyou kaihui                de xigai
       today   not       have-a-meeting De knees

‘*the knees which I have no meeting today’
3 In my opinion, in Chinese there is also no (English-style) parasitic gap in other structures such 

as wh-questions and topic structures. But this paper focuses on relative structures.  
4 As shown in the introduction part of this paper, in the literature there are a lot of controversies 

about the nature of de in the CRS, but this paper presents no idea about this because the 
purpose of this paper is to argue that there is neither operator movement nor head raising in the 
derivation of the CRS. But I agree that de should be in the position of C head of the relative CP.

5 However, following (67), we can also get a grammatical but quite unacceptable CRS in (a) 
below. But this can be explained at the semantic level in stark contrast to the syntactic level. 
In all acceptable relative structures, the relative clause must characterize (describe and/or 
identify) the relative head (Jackendoff, 1972, p. 61; Lyons, 1977, p. 761). This is a universal 
semantic licensing condition of all relative clauses. The relative clause in (a) below fails to 
characterize its relative head and therefore fails to satisfy the semantic licensing condition, 
which results in the unacceptability (see the more systematic analysis of the grammaticality of 
Chinese relativization in Yang, 2013; Yang and Yang, 2013).
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a. ??[wo xihuan shige]  de  na-gen   ren 
          I   like      poems DE that-CL man

*‘the man who I like poems’
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